

Software Development, IT, Consulting Capabilities

Train
Guide
Support
Boost Human is a software development company headquartered in El Paso, Texas. We provide software implementation,
deployment, and maintenance across many electronic devices, including but not limited to personal computers (Windows,
Mac, and Linux), mobile devices (iOS and Android), and mixed reality devices (Oculus, HTC VIVE, HoloLens, Vuzix). We
focus on leveraging artificial intelligence and mixed reality to develop training applications, augmented telecommunications, and digitizing curriculum for higher education or enterprise users.

PR ODUC T S
Connect with Teleprescence

Troubleshoot with Guided Processes

Learn with Virtual Training

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Software Development

Consulting

Data Analytics
Curriculum Development
Artificial Intelligence

IT
AR, VR, and Mixed Reality

Boost Human provides software services for government
and military, manufacturing, healthcare, and education.
At our core we leverage emerging technologies to assist
companies in their digital transformation for workforce
development.
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Software Development, IT, Consulting Capabilities

Digital reality tools allow users to learn by doing. With Telepresence, experts can share their knowledge with
others, and learners can receive immediate support, anywhere, anytime.
We enable accelerated knowledge transfer. We combine these modalities of learning into immersive experiences.
The results are learning, which is deeper, faster, and retained longer. The outcomes equal increased productivity.
The team at Boost Human is commited to going above and beyond to help our region by volunteering, teaching
and contributing our talent and techonology, working alongside non-profits, government, universities, schools,
and the private industry on multiple initiatives that help our communities.
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TELEPRESENCE

VIRTUAL HUMANS

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, IT, AND CONSULTING

Self-contained (downloadable) software solution for

Hololens, Vuzix, Oculus, and HTC VIVE development

Web, mobile, and applications development for a

teleconferencing through interactive, multimedia,

(virtual and augmented reality).

variety of platforms in a variety of languages.
Installation of hardware and software infrastructure.

cross-platform augmented reality (AR) devices.

Software and hardware development and deployment
consulting. Custom solutions for training, workforce
development, or productivity software.
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VIRTUAL TRAINING

DATA ANALY TICS / ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Providing a virtual reality software solution for training,

Data collection and analytics. Database management services.

evaluation, and repeatbility and reproducibility (R&R).

Neutral networks and machine learning for structured and

Digitalization of training materials, development of new

unstructred data.

training materials, and development of evaluation and
assessment tools.

It is our goal to empower employees through better training,
communications, and technology-assisted skill development
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to improve efficiency and productivity, creating a rapid yet

www.boost-human.com

sustainable ROI for the organizations.

diana@boost-human.com

